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PAUL B.
HARING

CANDIDATE FOR 38TH DISTRICT (R)
Should Virginia use federal funding to expand Medicaid to bridge the
gap between the current Medicaid program and qualifying for
marketplace subsidies?
I have to study the facts before answering this question.
Should Virginia provide health care coverage for those under 18,
regardless of immigration status?
I am for health care for everyone without specialized medicine.
Do you support state and/or local law enforcement agencies volunteer
to become deputized ICE agents and enforce civil immigration laws by
signing a 287(g) agreement?
I do not support requiring local law enforcement to become deputized
ICE agents.
Should all age-eligible individuals who pass the driving exam be
allowed a driver's license, regardless of immigration status?
No - There are benefits from allowing everyone who passes a driving
exam receive a license, but if it would help terrorists attack us as in 9/11,
such a law should not be passed.
Do you support policies that protect cooperating victims of crime and
witnesses from routine immigration inquiries by law enforcement?
We need policies that will help protect all persons who are victims of
crimes or cooperating witnesses. I would carefully consider more facts
about the issue and do what appears to be best.
Should the minimum wage be raised to $15 in Virginia?
I believe the minimum wage in Virginia should be raised, but if it was
raised immediately to $15.00 it seems that too many people would lose
their jobs.
Should Virginia rescind its "right to work" law?
No - no comments
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Should the state establish a new top tax rate bracket (current top
bracket is $17,000) and update our current brackets to account for
inflation?
No – no comments
Should Virginia protect/expand funding for programs that benefit
English Language Learners?
I favor helping all persons learn English.
Should college in-state tuition rates be available to any student who
graduates from a Virginia high school, regardless of immigration
status?
I favor in-state tuition rates for all students who meet the requirements
regardless of their immigration status.
What strategies do you support to expand college affordability?
Professors should be required to teach more classes each semester and
we should look at other ways to reduce the costs of operating colleges
and implement cost savings actions. Education costs should not
require heavy debts from students or parents.
What steps would you take to improve language access of state
documents and agencies to English Language Learners?
Try to have people available who could communicate with English
Language Learners in their native language and help them use free
computer programs that could translate documents into their native
language.
Do you support no excuse absentee voting?
No - Having normal voting spread out over weeks increases voter fraud,
the costs of campaigns and conducting elections. It prevents people of
learning of late candidate info that might be revealed.
*photo taken from Paul B. Haring for Delegate website
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